SEO Fellowship Opportunities 2019-20

For majors in Biology, Chemistry & Biochemistry, Physics, Mathematics or Computer Science interested in pursuing an advanced, biomedical research career.

Undergraduate Fellowships:

- NIH MAXIMIZING ACCESS TO RESEARCH CAREERS (MARC) (Stipend = $12,840/year + Partial Tuition)
- NIH RESEARCH INITIATIVE FOR SCIENTIFIC ENHANCEMENT (RISE) (Support = $11,544/year)

Graduate Fellowships:

- NIH MA-MS/PHD BRIDGE PROGRAM (Bridge) (Support = $19,200/year + Tuition)
- NIH RESEARCH INITIATIVE FOR SCIENTIFIC ENHANCEMENT (RISE) (Support = $21,000/year + Tuition)
- NSF STC CENTER FOR CELLULAR CONSTRUCTION (with UCSF) (Stipend = $21,000/year + Tuition)

Student Enrichment Opportunities Office

SFSU SCI 200
415-338-1305
seo@sfsu.edu

For application information: http://seo.sfsu.edu/

APPLICATION DEADLINE: coming soon

NIH/NSF-funded programs to prepare students from underrepresented groups including those with disabilities for biomedical careers by providing academic support and a stimulating research experience.